INTRODUCTION
Let //, H u H 2 be real or complex Hubert spaces and be surjective bounded linear operators. Let N(T) and N(S) be the kernels of T and 5. If the uniqueness condition
N(T)HN{S)= {0} is valid and T(N(S))
is closed there is a unique abstract interpolating spline CT in H associated with y € H 2 satisfying = min{ || Tx\\ : x e h, Sx -y} [7] . The element a m will be called a.-£/ m -approximate spline (relative to T, S, y). For the special case óf natural poiynomiai splines [8] proved the existence of ir mapproximate splines for any m^k where r n m is the linear space of polynomials of degree less or equal m. He derived an interesting limit relation for the natural polynomial splines via the ir m -approximate splines. We will show that a corresponding limit relation remains valid for abstract interpolating splines. As an application we will dérive a limit characterization of periodic polynomial splines by trigonométrie approximate splines.
APPROXIMATE SPLINES
First we will recall the basic properties of the pseudo-inverse of a bounded linear operator A from a Hubert space H into a Hubert space G such that the range R(A) o f A is closed.
The pseudo-inverse A + of A is the unique bounded linear operator from G into H satisfying the Moore-Penrose équations
Thus, AA + is the orthogonal projector on R (A ) and A + A is the orthogonal projector on the orthogonal complement of N (A ) :
AA+ =P R(A) , A A =
If A is surjective the pseudo-inverse of A is given by
It was shown in [7] that H is a Hubert space with respect to the GolombWeinberger-Sard scalar product associated with 7 1 , 5 :
We dénote by ||jt || = (x, x) m the associated norm which is equivalent to the original norm of H [7] . We assume for the sequel that H carries the Schoenberg's polynomial approximate splines are obtained by choosing
Here ^"[a, b] dénotes the Sobolev space of order n.
Our next example is associated with periodic polynomial splines of degree 2 n -1 which are obtained by specifying The relation (5) represents a limit characterization of the abstract interpolating spline er by the approximate splines a m , m eN. For the special case of natural polynomial splines we obtain Schoenberg's limit characterization of the natural spline o-via the 7r m -approximate splines a m , m e N [8] . It should be noted that Theorem3 yields an explicit error estimate. For further applications of pseudo-inverses to convergence of abstract splines we refer to [6] .
We conclude with applying Theorem 3 to periodic polynomial splines. 
